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Illinois concealed carry class test questions

August 5, 2015 Illinois Gun Pros (Answers Below) All of these questions apply to a person with an Illinois Driver's License 1) You can only shoot someone if your life is in danger. (True/False) 2) You can walk around the parking lot of a county courthouse carrying a secret. (True) (WRONG) 3) You can only carry one hidden firearm at a
time. (True) (WRONG) 4) Your gun may be in the seat next to you in your car and will not have to be in the case or bag as long as it is hidden from the image. (True) (WRONG) 5) If you are in a prohibited parking lot, you need to empty the gun before putting it in the trunk of your vehicle. (True) (WRONG) 6) If you are in a public event
like a festival, you may not carry it in secret. (True) (WRONG) 7) Your employer may have you arrested for a gun in your car in the company's parking lot. (True) (WRONG) 8) Each state adjacent to Illinois recognizes Illinois' License to Carry. (True) (Wrong) ANSWERS: 1) Wrong. The law states that you can use 'deadly force' if you
think you are in reasonable fear of major physical harm, and also to protect another person - not just yourself. 2) True. Parking space and real estate are not prohibited, although they do not move into a courthouse. 3) Wrong. The law does not set a limit on how many weapons you can carry: they just need to be concealed and pistols. 4)
True. The gun may be 'on or about the person' but if you leave it in the car, then it should be a container and either container or car should be locked. 5) Wrong. This rule change came into effect in July 2015, so you don't have to empty it before you leave the vehicle. However, it is required to go directly to the trunk to ensure the safety of
firearms. 6) True /False. While most festivals are 'special events allowed', they are NOT ALL. Some small towns will even close the streets for a festival, but they don't have permission issues, which means it's legal to move there. Check with the police department or the city to be sure. 7) Wrong. You could get fired, but it's not a crime.
Illinois has a Safe Harbor provision that allows you to keep weapons in your car as long as a container and either container or car are locked. The container can be a glove box or a center console. 8) Right. You can move it in 23 more states, including all those bordering Illinois, but you have to comply with their laws. If you like this, you
can take quiz #2 for Concealed Carry in Illinois or join quiz #1. NRA for Illinois Secret Carry and get a $10 discount by Illinois Gun Pros Answers Below 1) Illinois carrying you (right/wrong) 2) You should advise any law enforcement officer to walk (or ride) while carrying you in a park for a long time /trail parking passes and continues
(right/wrong) 3) Illinois State Parks can move on roads and roads (right/wrong) 4) out of the third offense of transport while drunk, There is no severe penalty under the firearm secret carry law (right/wrong) 5) A licensee who leaves his gun in his vehicle can first drop his gun in the vehicle (real/wrong) 6) but the gun must be a container of
some kind (such as a torpedo box or center console) (right/wrong) 7) A licensee can leave his gun in his vehicle without locking the vehicle (right/wrong) 8) While carrying a college/university campus can't walk on the sidewalk (right/wrong) Answers 1) Wrong. Unless asked if you are carrying it, a law enforcement officer is under no legal
obligation to inform. However, it is a good idea to do so. 2) True. As long as you 'pass' it is not just in the park, but on a footpath passing through a park, but rather the trail just passes through the park. 3) True. However, it is forbidden to carry in buildings. 4) True. All sentences are a misdemeanor as well as a charge of carrying while
drunk. 5) Wrong. There's nothing in the law that requires the gun to be discharged. 6) Right. Obviously, the gun doesn't have to be in a container while it's with it (just hidden), but when you leave the vehicle, there should be some container. The glove box and center console deserve it, but it would be better to secure a locked
box/portable. 7) True. While most people lock their vehicles, as long as the container is locked, the vehicle doesn't have to be locked. 8) Right. It's a tough one, because most universities expand all over the town where they're in. You can always walk a public road. However, if the pavement is not a university-owned sidewalk (like the
walkway leading up to every building), then the public is not right-of-way and you are violating the law. Would #1 like to see Quiz Quiz? Click here to check out the classes here in Central Illinois and Chicago West Suburbs: Classes with interest in the secret weapon-allowing course need to answer the following 10 Question Tests
correctly. Let's see how you're doing... (If you can answer at least half of the questions correctly, Dr. Piazza has a free gift for you!) 1) Which of the following pistols do you consider best for general defense? Single Action Revolver, example: Colt Peacemaker Dual Action Revolver, example: Smith and Wesson Model 29 Dual Action Semiautomatic, example: Beretta 92F Single Action Semi-automatic, example: Colt 1911 Safe Action Semi-Automatic, example: Glock Action Adventure Hero Auto, example: UFP2000 2) Which weapon can think best for general home defense? 3) Which method is best for carrying a hidden pistol daily? Ankle sheath, covered with trousers 4)
Let's say you have a new defensive gun, fresh outside the box, it looks like it's shooting a few inches low at 10 feet, let's say the shirt, vest or jacket worn around the waist holster except for the belt case covered with fanny pack case shirt, vest or jacket shirt, vest or jacket covered with umbilical band sheath, gun pants. What do you think
is most likely caused by low shots? Muzzle needs to be lubricated The sights need to be adjusted You need not to press the trigger the gun should be sent back to the manufacturer Most pistols from the box shoot a few inches lower than 10 meters5) What should you do if you are cross-dominant when shooting a pistol? A. Learn to shoot
with your non-dominant hand B. Learn to keep it open in both eyes C. Close your non-dominant eye, turn your head slightly and use your dominant eye A and B See a psychiatrist at none of the above, close both eyes 6) What will increase your accuracy most with a pistol? 7) What will make it less likely that you ever have to use deadly
force to defend yourself or your family by placing a laser sight on your weapon with better quality ammunition than buying a new weapon? A. Being vigilant and aware of your surroundings B. Mentally ready to defend yourself C. Being weapond with your gun D. Being with your gun all above A and B Only None: Keep a body protector 8)
What gun would you recommend for a woman who wants to protect herself? Pocket gun Small pistol Single action semi-automatic Dual action semi-automatic Safe action semi-automatic 9) What do you feel is the best pistol caliber for overall self-defense? .45 ACP 10mm .40 S&amp;W.357 magnum 9mm .38 Custom .380.25.22 All above
10) When do you feel that using a defense gun is the standard response using a defensive gun you need to shoot to defend your life? A. Two quick hits to the chest cavity with a large caliber pistol. With a small caliber pistol, it hit the chest cavity 3-4 fast. With a sub-caliber pistol, the cranio-ocular cavity hits three to four fast for just none of
all the above A and C: How to Keep Shooting Until The Attacker Moves How To Allow Hidden Weapons To Pre-Sight Firearms Training Institute Founder and Director Against Stacks of Course Information, Four Weapons Combat Master, Dr. Ignatius Piazza (If you answered at least half of the correct questions , Welcome to the Academy
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